


IN ANY CLIMATE 
ON ANY TERRAIN 

Since 1965, Foremost has been designing, building and marketing high-mobility all-terrain wheeled and tracked vehicles. 
Over the years, Foremost’s low-bearing ground pressure transportation equipment has gained international recognition for 
reliable performance and mobility in extreme conditions. 

Today, Foremost’s wheeled and tracked vehicles are at work around the globe. From the deserts of Saudi Arabia, to the 
rainforests of South America, and from the frigid cold of Antarctica to the deep muskeg of Siberia, Foremost Vehicles are 
at work; moving equipment, supplies, and personnel, efficiently, dependably and with minimal ecological disturbance. 
With high payload capacity and exceptional mobility in marginal to severe terrain conditions, Foremost vehicles are used in 
many applications including: pipeline and power line construction, geophysical exploration, mining and construction, heavy 
oilfield hauling and logistical support for resource development projects in remote areas.



RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

TECHNICAL & PARTS SERVICE

Research and Development is an integral function of Foremost engineering. A strong commitment to product 
development allows Foremost to integrate new ideas to improve and expand vehicle versatility and performance. 
By working closely with customers, Foremost has developed several highly specialized vehicles.

The latest addition to Foremost’s vehicle product line is the Husky 4 – a high floatation, high-mobility, tracked 
undercarriage designed to support 200 series conventional excavators. This undercarriage will allow excavators to 
go into severe off-highway conditions, where conventional excavators fear to tread. 

Ongoing investment in the latest engineering design software, manufacturing equipment and corporate information 
systems help to ensure industry-leading quality, reduced delivery lead times and lower manufacturing costs. Foremost 
vehicles are built for top performance. A strong emphasis is placed on research, design, quality components, and 
quality workmanship in the manufacture of dependable and versatile all-terrain vehicles.

Experienced sales and technical service personnel ensure that our customers are able to realize the full productive 
capabilities of their Foremost product from day one. Prior to purchase, Foremost representatives are available 
to travel to customer job locations to review vehicle operating conditions and performance requirements. This 
way, vehicle specifications can be defined to best suit a customer’s particular needs. Foremost technical service 
personnel provide on-site start-up operator and maintenance training, as well as complete after-sales service. For 
ongoing product support, Foremost maintains an extensive inventory of parts and components for all tracked and 
wheeled vehicles.



WHEELED
VEH I C L E S

Equipped with all-wheel drive and articulated steering, Foremost’s terra-tired, 
low ground pressure vehicles are designed for maximum mobility in marginal 
terrain conditions.

These low pressure tires evenly distribute the load over a greater area thus 
improving vehicle traction, effectively increasing vehicle mobility and gradeability.  
Foremost wheeled vehicles can be equipped with a wide variety of auxiliary 
equipment to meet specific job requirements and are able to transport loads 
weighing up to 40 tons (36.3 tonnes) across rough terrain.

When distance and ground conditions hinder the logistics of an operation, 
Foremost wheeled vehicles offer dependable and economical off-highway 
transportation solutions.



WHEELED VEHICLE MODELS

DELTA 2

COMMANDER  C

TERRA BUS

COMMANDER C TRI-AXLE 

DELTA 3

The Commander C has been long recognized by the petroleum industry as the benchmark for moving oilfield equipment with 
minimal environmental impact. For oilfield hauling, the Commander C is equipped with a heavy-duty oilfield deck, deck winch, gin 
poles, midship and rear live rolls, front push bar and hydraulically controlled rear push bar. Cameras are located to observe bed 
loading from the rear of the unit. The Commander Tri-Axle further builds on the versatility of the original Commander C by adding 
a third rear axle to allow increased payload for an extended oilfield deck while maintaining low ground pressures.

The Delta series are two or three-axle, all-wheel drive, terra-tired transporters. By utilizing proven power train components and heavy-
duty center-frame steering, these high floatation vehicles provide economic transportation of payloads up from 10 tons in the Delta 2, 
to 15 tons in the Delta 3 in marginal terrain conditions. The Delta provides superior off-highway mobility and can be readily adapted for 
all chassis-mounted equipment. It is the ideal mover for logistical support of remote drilling operations, pipeline construction or other 
specialized projects in problem terrain.

The Terra Bus provides all-terrain mobility to transport up to 
56 passengers. Equipped with all-wheel drive and large, low-
pressure terra tires, the Terra Bus is ideal for transport in both 
on-road or off-road applications. The Terra Bus can also be 
equipped with a wheelchair lift. Examples of the Terra Bus 
can be found shuttling tourists on the Columbia Ice Fields 
in Canada’s Jasper National Park and transporting scientific 
personnel in the Antarctic.



TRACKED
VEH I C L E S

Wide flexible tracks substantially reduce ground-bearing pressure and provide 
greater traction, enabling Foremost tracked vehicles to transport heavy payloads 
across severe terrains such as: sand, mud, snow, swamp, and muskeg.

Foremost tracked vehicles can be equipped with a wide variety of auxiliary 
equipment such as articulating boom-type cranes, excavators, drilling rigs, aerial 
devices, digger derricks, oilfield rig moving, and vacuum tanks, and still have 
greater stability over conventional equipment.

Foremost vehicles offer the quality, dependability and proven field performance 
to meet the most challenging off-highway transportation requirements.



NODWELL 110

CHIEFTAIN C CHIEFTAIN D CHIEFTAIN R

HUSKY 4 HUSKY 8

NODWELL 240 NODWELL 320

The Nodwell 110, 240, and 320 are multi-purpose two-tracked vehicles capable of traversing a wide variety of severe terrain. The 
Nodwell series of vehicles can be affixed with various types of auxiliary equipment which include: digger derricks, man lifts, cranes, 
backhoes, drills, dump boxes, dozer blades, or personnel carriers. Each Nodwell vehicle is transportable by highway truck.

The Foremost Chieftain vehicles are versatile, four-tracked articulated off-highway transporters. Utilizing proven power train 
components and heavy duty center-frame steering, these high flotation vehicles provide economic transportation of heavy payloads 
in moderate to severe terrain conditions. The Chieftain can be readily adapted for chassis-mounted or specialized equipment for 
superior off-highway mobility. It is ideal for logistical support of remote drilling operations and pipeline or power line construction 
projects faced with severe terrain challenges. The Chieftain is available in three models: the conventional Chieftain C, Chieftain D 
equipped with a high deck, and the conventional Chieftain R which is equipped with rubber-tracked carrier. 

The Husky 4 provides increased mobility over severe terrain 
conditions such as sand, mud, muskeg, swamp, and snow, 
where conventional excavators would encounter difficulty. 
Using proven technology from the Foremost Husky 8, the 
Husky 4 provides a mating platform to suit most OEM 200 
series excavators. The OEM excavator provides the hydraulic 
power to the Husky 4 track drives. 

The Husky 8 is a large, four-tracked vehicle designed to move 
heavy payloads in mud, muskeg, swamp, and snow conditions. 
The high deck and sealed undercarriage components provide 
excellent fording ability combined with high approach and 
departure angles. The independent crank arm suspension and 
flexible track provide constant ground contact and absorb 
shock loads.

TRACKED VEHICLE MODELS




